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Abstract (Summary): In 2004, the Strong Neighbourhood Task Force (comprising the City of Toronto
and the Greater United Way of Toronto) responded to a call to action by civic leaders led by the Toronto
City Summit Alliance (2005). 13 priority neighbourhoods in Toronto were identified as needing
investment to strengthen and develop community infrastructure. The criteria for defining the boundaries
of these priority neighbourhoods included income and education data, as well as the number of social
services organisations and community amenities accessible to the neighbourhood's residents.

Kingston-Galloway/Orton Park (KGOP), in East Scarborough, is one of the priority neighbourhoods

identified by the City of Toronto (for the most recent City of Toronto neighbourhood profile report (2006).
The following report investigates the environmental challenges identified by residents of KGOP, locates

the gaps between policies and on-the-ground implementation, and makes recommendations for closing

those gaps. The data for this report was gathered through grey literature reviews, attendance of a
Community Speak event, survey information collected by the Storefront and supplementary research. We

also conducted key-informant interviews with service providers working in and with the community.

Based on the collected information, we decided to approach "environment" as the physical surroundings

of KGOP, and what is contained within it. Based on this all-encompassing definition, we then looked to

what KGOP community members had identified as their main environmental concerns. The challenges
identified by the community were: (1) citizen actions (2) transportation, and (3) access to public space.
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Overview

Approach
Using the framework of environmental justice as the fair and equal distribution of resources,
amenities and services, "Beyond Lightbulbs" outlines environmental challenges faced by
Kingston-Galloway and the barriers to overcoming them . For the purposes of this report,
environment is defined holistically as the physical surroundings of Kingston-Galloway and their
contents .

M ethodology

- Grey literature reviews (summaries from community events, survey findings, promotional
materials)
-Interviews with community members from Kingston-Galloway/Orton Park
- Attendance at a community event
- Supplementary resources (policy documents, research reports, demographic information)

Findings

The three major environmental challenges identified by Kingston-Galloway are:
1. Citizen actions (individual, consumer-based environmental behaviours);
2. Transportation - specifically, quality and reach of services;
3. Access to public spaces, in particular the absence of a space for informal community

gathering and the economic and bureaucratic barriers to the use of taxpayer-funded
properties managed by the City of Toronto's Parks and Recreation department.

Analyses of policies that directly relate to the above challenges show that:
1. The policies often promote a passive participation in environmental action, removing

the focus away from empowering the community to create and change their
environment in ways that they deem appropriate;

2. The policies tend to limit definitions ofthe "environment" in ways that are not
necessarily aligned with the community's values and understanding of the environment;

3. The policies often have the effect of ignoring structural issues and environmental
justice, such as the sort of capacity building and skill development that a community
must garner to become empowered and effective;

4. The policies often fall to address personal barriers and issues of accessibility that low
income or marginalized members may face, such as the affordability of energy-efficient
products.

Conclusio n: Examples and Recommendations

Using examples from international communities facing similar challenges to Kingston-Galloway,
we identify successful programs that may be adapted and applied to addressing some of the
barriers faced by Kingston-Galloway.

(
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Introduction

"Neighbourhoods are complex blends of physical, social and psychological attributes
which have well-known effects on their residents' health, education, and overall well
being. Each one provides different access to physical infrastructure and social and
community services. Each has its own history. Each is the outcome of an ongoing
process of collective action involVing various social, political, and economic forces, both
internal and externa!." (Hulchanski, 2007)

In 2004, the Strong Neighbourhood Task Force (comprising the City of Toronto and the

Greater United Way of Toronto) responded to a call to action by civic leaders led by the Toronto

City Summit Alliance (200S). 13 priority neighbourhoods in Toronto were identified as needing

investment to strengthen and develop community infrastructure. The criteria for defining the

boundaries of these priority neighbourhoods included income and education data, as well as

the number of social services organisations and community amenities accessible to the

neighbourhood's residents; the 13 neighbourhoods were also the subject of the United Way of

Greater Toronto's Poverty by Postal Code report (2004).

Kingston-Galloway/Orton Park (KGOP), in East Scarborough, is one of the priority

neighbourhoods identified by the City of Toronto (for the most recent City of Toronto

neighbourhood profile report (2006), please see Appendix A). The following report investigates

the environmental challenges identified by residents of KGOP, locates the gaps between

policies and on-the-ground implementation, and makes recommendations for closing those

gaps.

(
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The data for this report was gathered through grey literature reviews, attendance of a

Community Speak' event, survey information collected by the Storefront and supplementary

research. We also conducted key-informant interviews with service providers working in and

with the community. Based on the collected information, we decided to approach

"environment" as the physical surroundings of KGOP, and what is contained within it. Based on

this all-encompassing definition, we then looked to what KGOP community members had

identified as their main environmental concerns. The challenges identified by the community

were: (1) citizen actions (individual consumer-based behaviours), (2) transportation, and (3)

access to public space.

Our research found that current environmental policies (at the municipal, provincial and

federal levels) focused on individual actions aimed at reducing the carbon footprint. To us, this

signified a disjunction between how environment was defined and communicated by

governmental agencies (which in turn filtered down to non-profit organisations with an

environmental mandate), and how KGOP residents perceived their environment.

These formal environmental policies also emphasiZed a passive citizen participation in

environmental action, placing responsibility on the individual, rather than empowering and

strengthening communities as a whole to embrace a more environmentally-conscious lifestyle.

1 A COmmunity Speak Is a community event orJ1nized In conjunction wtth KGOP residents: "'The Community Speak
stNcture is simple and effective. Bisicilly, we invite community members to dinner. We use personal invitations
(just IIlte beinc Invited to a party) to communIty members or key community stakeholders. The entire evenln, is
facilitated by iI livetv fun-loving penon. People sit in sJmlli croups of 6-8 people with I facilitator it each tibk!. We
Ine_,eln numerous activities desilned to elicit constructive feedback to key issues In the community. The
feedback the communltv members provide is used bV the Storefront, the Nel,hbourhood ActIon PartnershIp and
other communIty stakeholders to ensure thilt the work belnc done on behillf of community members is driven bVa
community agenda, The information from the community Is summarized in it brochure and mailed to the
plrtlcipants, the politicians and other stakeholders in the community. We hold these events every ttuee months. N

(Storefront website http://www.thestor.front.orclcontent/communitv-content.html; accessed December 5, 2009)

( (
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As a result, the policies ignore structural barriers to engaging in the consumer-based practices

they advocate, and contribute to exacerbating already-existing environmental injustices.

The environmental challenges faced by KGOP can be framed in terms of environmental

justice, once the idea of environmental justice is widened to Include access to resources, as

"[n]eighborhood infrastructure and transportation planning are vital for safety and quality of

life, especially for communities of color, yet planning at this level often revolves around physical

aspects of the neighborhood with minimal attention paid to planning processes and outcomes

likely to marginalize and even endanger communities" (Harwood, 2003, p. 23).

The follOWing pages provide a comprehensive overview of the findings of our research

divided into the three environmental areas listed above; our analysis of the current

environmental challenges in KGOP; examples of holistic approaches to addressing

environmental concerns; and recommendations. Supporting materials and additional materials

are available in the appendices.
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11: Citizen Actions

Overview
Community members have consistently said that they want to live in a more

environmentally friendly way ('Going Green' Community Speak pamphlet). Of the explicitly

environmental programs operating in Kingston-Galloway, most of them focus on individual

behaviours - the actions that individual residents can take to reduce their environmental

impact. They primarily include programs that encourage waste diversion and energy reduction.

However, the community still identified a number of challenges and barriers that they face in

changing environmental behaviour, suggesting that there may be a number of ways that

behaviour-changing policies are failing to address the needs of Kingston-Galloway.

The first barrier is economic. Sometimes environmentally friendly-products like organic

food or energy-efficient appliances are simply not affordable compared to less

environmenta lIy-friendly products: "The community has requested for cheaper accessible

appliances ... Green stuff is not cheap, and any apartment building that has old appliances

wauld not go green." (Jamie)

Sometimes the challenge is more complex, relating to prioritizing a number of different

yet important needs:

"Because people are just trying to get by on a $1,000 a month or something like

that, to pay their rent, to pay their bills, to hove a telephone, probably to have a

TV, to get their groceries, never mind whatever else they might have gaing on in

their lives. If you don't provide someone on incentive, what do they need?

...They're not paying the electricity bill, they may nat really have an eye on haw
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to ovoid rent increases in the future, aver the longterm by reducing energy

costs.H (Sam)

When an individual has a number of priorities to balance, environmental concerns do

not always necessarily top the list. Residents of Kingston-Galloway feel that environmental

action must be tied to incentives - tangible benefits for taking environmental actions.

The second barrier identified by the community was education and awareness. One aspect of

this involves making more residents aware of the importance of the environment and their

ability to contribute to environmental efforts: "[Residents are] at this making them conscious of

daily actions, how they affect the environment, why it's important, how they can help." (Sam)

Obviously there are different levels of environmental knowledge within the community,

and some residents are more aware than others of environmental issues. In the "Going Green"

Community Speak that was held in March 2009, many community members said that what

prevents them from going green is the lack of knowledge about recycling. Thus, another aspect

of environmental education that would be helpful for the community is in knOWing what kind of

environmental actians to take and how:

"I think that the environmental reality afa lot of the residents who live here is

very simple. We're talking about recycling - there's a big program ofrecycling

animators in Toronto Community Housing Buildings. Trying to get people to

understand about recycling ond how to do it." (Sam)

A final aspect of environmental education is about knowing how to use and participate

in environmental programs, such as the City of Toronto's recycling program or Ontario's online

resources: '7he Ministry of the Environment website is not very friendly. A-Z of information is

confusing. There is so much information in there but it is hard to find it." (Jamie)
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The third and final barrier to individual action that the community identified was the

lack of long-term relationship-building between residents and environmental programs. The

Toronto Environmental Alliance (TEA) was running a program in Kingston-Galloway that

Storefront was not aware of until after it had finished:

"We found out that Toronto Environmental Alliance hod been doing this program

in these buildings, right behind the Storefront, for the whole year, and we hadn't

heard anything about it actually. 50 we just got in touch with them to soy, hey,

what are you doing, maybe we can help? But their program was basically

finished by the time I got the chance to meet with them. H(Sam)

The major reason identified for the lack of long-term partnerships was mostly tied to

funding. It takes time for organizations to build relationships with a community, to build the

kind of trust that is needed to be effective. The TEA program was discontinued after less than a

year due to lack of funding. Furthermore, the kind of awareness and education that is required

to change Individual behaviours also takes time. Many of the programs working in the

neighbourhood do not have enough resources - staff or economic - to make the kind of long-

term conneelions with the community that is necessary: HEven though it's a great project, who

picks it up? Who's got the capacity to pick it up? And it means applying for funding, it means

hiring somebody who specifically coordinates that project, whether it be port-time or full-time. H

(Sam)

Sometimes logistical barriers exist that prevent the community from making a particular

event or program more environmentally friendly. Some of these barriers could be easily

addressed, but because of the overall lack of adequate funding, the community has to be

innovative, which may end up taking more time or may download costs to residents: "In the doy

( (
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of the farmers market the city doesn't want to give us recycfe bins, they give us only one of each

and it is not enough. People from the {food bonk} help us to trash the rest of the garbage, and

they need to pay eKtro charge for it. H(Jamie)

Related Policies

Under the City ofToronto's "Climate Change, Clean Air and Sustainable Energy Action

Plan" (2007a), the live Green Toronto program was created in order to "encourage

Torontonians to adopt more environmentally friendly lifestyles and reduce energy use at home,

work and on the road." The program consists of several components, including an educational

website for Toronto residents with resources and information; grants for community

organizations; and community animators who provide on-the-ground, face-to-face support to

community groups. live Green Toronto has three community animators working in

Scarborough - one in Scarborough Centre and two for the rest of the area. According to Jamie,

these community animators worked with Storefront on the Community Speak event on green

living in March 2009.

We were unable to find information about other ways that the community animators

are active in the Kingston-Galloway neighbourhood and ifthey have built other partnerships

with the community. This may signal resource constraints, that the community animators are

limited in resources and that three community animators is not enough to build meaningful

relationship with all the communities across Scarborough. We were also unable to find any

programs or projects in the Kingston-Galloway neighbourhood that have been funded by live

Green Toronto, suggesting that the program Is having trouble making significant gains in

Kingston-Galloway and possibly other priority neighbourhoods. Our research did not find any
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indication that the live Green Toronto program has taken measures to target funding and

resources to priority neighbourhoods. There are no components of the program that provide

economic incentives or reimbursements for people who may need them in order to live in a

more environmentally friendly way.

"Go Green: Ontario's Action Plan on Climate Change," was adopted in 2007 and

established a Community Go Green Fund. Through this fund various organizations and

programs have been funded that educate citizens and provide support and resources for them

to reduce their energy consumption. Criteria to receive funding require organizations to

"provide outreach and education; promote long-term behavioural change; and advocate

actions that create results that can be measured" (Ministry of the Environment, 2009).

The TEA program mentioned earlier was funded through the Ontario Community Go

Green Fund . TEA's program was run in 4000 and 4010 Lawrence Avenue East - two apartments

buildings located in the community - between fall 2008 and fall 2009. It was an energy

efficiency program that involved hiring a few residents from the building to do outreach around

"tenants taking action to improve the environment, save energy and increase comfort at

home". The basic structure of the program was to do an initial survey of behaviour and an

educational outreach with residents in those two buildings, then to provide individuals units

with an energy-saving kit that had energy-efficient products in it. Lastly, a follow-up study was

to be conducted to see how people had actually used the products and how their energy-

consumption habits had changed.

As previously mentioned, the TEA program was discontinued due to a lack offunding.

The TEA program was established within an environmental justice framework with a mandate
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to provide environmental education and resources to low-income residents. Thus the program

addressed both education issues and personal economic barriers, both identified as important

issues to the community (TEA, 2008). However, this was mainly due to the Toronto

Environmental Alliance's initiative and was not a significant component of Go Green's funding

requirements .

Toronto Community Housing (TCH) also operates several programs to promote green

living and reduce environmental impacts. These programs are funded through the TCH budget,

and fall under the organization's Green Plan (TCH, 2004). A number of programs under the

Green Plan are geared towards energy and waste reduction, such as the light Bulb Program,

and the Green Engagement Program (an educational and awareness-raising program). TCH also

has recycling animators in many of their buildings (Sam), who act as a leader and resource

person for recycling issues. Lastly, TCH is trying to undertake a large project to retrofit many of

their buildings. As there are nine community housing buildings owned and operated by TCH in

the Kingston-Galloway neighbourhood, the green policies and initiatives of TCH represent a

substantial part of the green efforts in the area. However, due to the downloading of social

housing services by the provincial and federal governments over the years, TCH (2009) is facing

serious budget constraints, making energy retrofits and environmental programs difficult to

run.

Analysis

Many of the policies that emphasize environmental behaviour are governmental grant

programs that provide funding to programs through an application process. These programs

face several challenges . The first is that they generally do not target priority neighbourhoods,
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such as prioritizing applications that plan to work In them, which often results in little money

actually getting to such communities. Secondly, the application processes could require

programs to address economic barriers that individuals may face in accessing such programs.

However, such a strategy must be committed to funding these programs adequately, otherwise

it would a well-intentioned but ineffective approach. Thirdly, funding should be released on a

multi-year basis in order to give organizations greater capacity to be effective and build longer-

term relationships with the community. Lastly, many of the programs funded under these

policies are designed in such a way that residents become passive participants in

environmentalism. Funding application processes should encourage programs to actively

engage residents in the creation and implementation of environmental programs.

We also want to suggest that grant-giving policies have difficulty addressing the

systemic barriers that a priority neighbourhood faces in access such funds. Often times, many

grass-roots community groups do not have the skills or capacity to complete lengthy, complex

grant application processes. Furthermore, writing effective grants often requires

understanding a particular grant-application language. Non-profit organizations may have more

experience writing effective grant applications, but local community groups are often

marginalized and disadvantaged in this process, which results in less community-led

environmental programs that are designed by the community for the community.

Furthermore, many environmental programs focused on individual-behaviour are

occurring in residential contexts. This setting seems to be a good entry point or location for

behaviour-changing programs. In more institutional housing settings, like TCH, there are many

opportunities for governments to help implement environmental programs. However, this

( (
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would require increased funding to do so, as environmental programs often take less priority in

a budget crunch. It is more challenging to conduct environmental programs in private

apartment buildings and single-family units, however, and certain strategies would need to be

used to create partnerships with building managers.

Lastly, environmental funding policies should target organizations already active in

priority neighbourhoods, such as Toronto Community Housing, or organizations that already

have a strong social-justice mandate. This would social-oriented organizations to take on a

stronger environmental mandate, building a stronger connection between justice, equity and

environmental issues.

#2: Transportation

Overview

Transportation challenges have consistently been brought up by residents in Kingston-

Galloway. Toronto Transit Commission (TIC) bus routes are the primary means of navigating

through and around the community. Kingston-Galloway/Orton Park is a sprawling, spread-out

neighbourhood with community amenities dispersed throughout. Residents experience

difficulties accessing existing resources and faCilities: "Some people will never use the library.

For exomple, because it's so for away or they feel they can't get there. Same thing with the Boys

and Girls Clvb, a lot ofpeople soy: well, I wavld go bvt it's too for, it's a 25-minvte walk, how

willI get there? It also becomes a really big deal for seniors, they get so isolated."(5am)
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As the community's ability to experience its environment is governed by the ability to

travel within it and access its amenities, transportation is a definitive environmental concern

affecting quality of life for the neighbourhood.

"The only community centre in this neighbourhood is up Orton Pork Rood and there's no

bus that goes by it. The centre [isJ south of Ellesmere and north of Lawrence, and there's no bus

that posses by. Getting to the hospital, getting to the grocery store, getting to the Boys ond Girls

Club...we've got this great youth resource that's at the very southern edge of the community,

but someone who's liVing north, how are they going to get there. Especially if they were a

youth?" (Sam).

By placing transportation within an environmental framework, we examine

transportation policies as they relate to experiencing the immediate physical environment, as

an environmentally-conscious decision for moving around the neighbourhood, and the ability to

access community amenities and resources. This framework allows us to view Kingston

Galloway's transportation challenges in terms of environmental justice, specifically highlighted

by the disparity between TTC policies and community-identified transportation needs.

The community highlights the quality of existing TIC service as an area of concern,

especially on the 54A bus route. The poor service affects quality of life, according to 5am: "If

you have to pion for 45 minutes on both ends of your journey, you're losing an hour and a halfa

day, which most people can't offord." A coalition of community groups (including Residents

Rising and the 5torefront) organised to lobby for improved service, as the current service was

infrequent, unreliable and an inconvenience. About one hundred residents rallied at Saint

Margaret church, and over 2,000 signatures were collected on a petition. Volunteers gathered
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information by waiting at bus stops during rush hours (6:30-9:30a.m. and 3:30-6:30p.m.), and

documented the time and frequency of 54A buses. Jamie recalls the information gathered:

·occording to the TTC schedule the bus comes every 10 minutes, but our volunteers have records

that it took longer."

After the information was collected, it was passed on to the Mayor of Toronto and the

CEO of the TTC, who responded with a promise to improve service. In addition, as a result of

the community's campaign, all buses on the route were changed to accessible vehicles to allow

for people traveling with mobility aids or children's strollers.

Residents have also lobbied for a community bus route - a local route that traveled off

the main roads into residential areas - with the aim of making the neighbourhood more

accessible for more isolated members, such as seniors and youth. The community hasn't had

any success so far with the establishment of a community route, which isn't a surprise to Sam.

·'t's not 0 very financlolly-vioble service; Ican only imagine it's not going to be the most populor

bus in the city. It's more ofa support for the community than it is a revenue-generator for the

TTC. Especially because you have a lot ofseniors using it, who poy a discounted rote. ·

A community bus route would vastly improve the quality of life for Kingston-Galloway

residents, especially those who face mobility issues. The service would also mean access to a

wider variety of services including community, government, health and retail services.

In addition, the community has expressed a desire for bike lanes throughout the

neighbourhood. Currently, riding a bicycle as a mode of transportation is unsafe (referred to as

"crazy" and "dangerous· in one Interview) due to the absence of designated routes on the

major roadways. The implementation of bike routes would create another transportation
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option, in addition to providing opportunities for a healthier and more environmentally-

responsible life. "We advocated for bike lanes and are trying to find different ways to keep the

community members engaged in environmental issues." (Jamie)

Related Policies

Metrolinx is the regional board for transportation, and is funded by both the

Government of Ontario and the Greater Toronto-Hamilton Area. The Toronto Transit City Light

Rail Plan ("Transit City") proposes seven new rapid transit lines within Toronto (TIC, 2009)_ One

of the new lines, called the Scarborough-Malvern lRT, is planned to cross through the Kingston-

Galloway/Orton Park neighbourhood, coming into contact with most of the major roads

through the community (Eglinton Avenue, Kingston Road, Morningside Road, Military Trail and

Ellesmere Road).

On October 20, 2009, we attended a Community Speak on the topic of the proposed lRT

line. The community event began with a presentation by a TIC project manager, outlining the

TIC's proposal for the neighbourhood. This included how the lRT line will affect the

community's physical landscape (including the addition of bicycle lanes and shrubbery). Called a

"$lbillion investment in Kingston-Galloway," the TIC's plans referenced the economic and

resulting employment benefits to the community.

Residents attending the Community Speak voiced their concerns about the proposed

lRT line: congestion patterns, longer commute tim es for drivers, traffic overflow into residential

neighbourhoods, disruption to everyday life and access to the lRT vehicles for seniors.

Residents also mentioned their concern that the proposed lRT line, while making travel

through the area easier, didn't address the needs represented by the request for a community

( (
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bus. Opposition to the lRT line was also voiced at the Community Speak, specifically pointing

out the fact that there were already buses on the proposed routes, the detrimental effects on

already-existing businesses that would become less accessible, and the expected drop in

property values followed by a subsequent increase in taxes for residents.

The conflict between the community-identified needs and the proposed TIC plan to

improve public transportation in Kingston-Galloway highlights the disassociation between the

TIC's perception of what would benefit Toronto as a whole, as opposed to what would be most

advantageous to a local community. This begs the question: who exactly is meant to be served

by transportation policies? And who actually is? In the case of Kingston-Galloway, while an lRT

line would inarguably be an improvement on existing services, very few of the community-

identified needs are actually being addressed.

Analvsis

Existing policies that relate directly to transportation do not tend to incorporate the

environment at any level beyond developing marketing materials. The TIC's "Transit CIty" plan

proposes a greener mode of transportation, but Ignores the motivations behind environmental

actions; transportation choices are made on the basis of need and convenience. The TIC's

approach to designing transportation policies and services is top-down; in Kingston-Galloway,

community consultations were conducted after the development of a proposal.

Furthermore, the community's request for a community-based route to increase

convenience for the area's residents and faCilitate access for isolated members has not been

responded to in an official capacity yet. The absence of a community bus route can be framed
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in terms of environmental injustice; individuals' quality of life, access to services and ability to

move around the neighbourhood is affected adversely.

Proposed changes to transit services are not directly addressing the needs of the

community. Kingston-Galloway residents have been organised and clear about their needs, but

the municipal government and the TIC have yet to directly engage with residents with the goal

of developing transit solutions that have direct benefits to the local community.

#3: Public Spaces

Overview

Community members identified access to public spaces as an area of need for the

neighbourhood. This was identified in both economic barriers (fees for permits) and access

(location, lack of a space for spontaneous socialising and community building).

Morningside Park, a stunning natural feature of the neighbourhood, is managed by the

City of Toronto's Parks and Recreation Department. City policy indicates that public spaces

managed by the City are available for residents to use for community events, with the

application of a permit. Jamie summarizes the difficulties faced by neighbourhood groups

attempting to use the park:

'7he City of Toronto tells you that you can use the public parks for community

events, but you need to apply for a permit. To apply is a ful/time job because they

never get back to you. And then you need to pay fees of $700-800, which they

later reimburse you, but you need to know that. People are de-motivated, they

(
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don't wont. to get in to the process and prefer doing their events in private places

or in places that don't require fees ."

The permit application process is cost-prohibitive, time-consuming and not user-

friendly. To be able to come up with the reqUired fees is beyond the capabilities of most

neighbourhood organisations and community groups.

The loss of the Morningside Mall and its replacement with a strip mall has greatly

impacted Kingston-Galloway. Although technically a private space, the mall played a central

role in the community's social and public life: "[t]he moll was a mutual place for everybody, it

was a place that you come and find out about things, it was a hub of different things: the

Storefront, the employment resource centre, the women's centre, the Morningside Library and

more. " (Jamie)

These various community services were scattered: some of them remained within the

community, others, like the Morningside Library, moved outside of the neighbourhood's

boundaries. As a result, Jamie says that "in this neighbourhood, we don't have a library or

recreation centre in a walking distance; you have to go 01/ the way to Mons Rood, which is at

least five to ten minutes on the bus. And the tickets costs money - imagine if you are a single

mother that has three kids. You need to pay for eight tickets just to get them to a library."

Furthermore, the loss of the Morningside Mall has not only reduced local access to

services, but has also affected the everyday life of the community members. It has led to the

lack of covered public spaces in the neighbourhoods. There were community members who

used the mall as a gathering place. Benefits to the community included an air-

conditioned/heated space with few limits to access: "single moms could take their screaming

(
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children to cool down in the mall during the hot summer days, or in the winter, when it is too

cold outside. Now people go to the strip mall for one purpose - shopping, there is no common

area, it is all stores." (Jamie)

Seniors living in Kingston-Galloway have been particularly affected by the loss of the

mall. According to Sam, "so many seniors identified the tearing down of Morningside Mall as a

real shot to the quality of life in the neighbourhood, because they had nowhere to congregate,

nowhere to go and casually meet, nowhere to walk and exercise in the wintertime. "

Currently, seniors gather in some of the newer coffee shops in the neighbourhood, such

as Tim Horton's and Starbucks. However, these spaces are not ideal replacements for

Morningside Mall, since there is a conditional requirement to occupy the space (purchasing a

product) and they cannot be used for the variety of activities that occurred in Morningside

Mall, such as exercising, accessing services and informal gathering.

Related Policies
Two policies directly relate to accessing public spaces that playa role in community-

building by providing places for spontaneous gathering and community events. First, the

Toronto Official Plan, a city's blueprint of city-building, urban planning and development,

mentions that public spaces should serve to "draw people together, creating strong social

bonds at the neighbourhood" (City of Toronto, 2007b, p. 3-2). Within the plan however, greater

attention is paid to how beautiful design should be for "a great city: rather than how these

spaces should serve the everyday life of its residents. The plan only addresses the architecture

style and beautification of "public spaces: for example: "Quality and excellence are the

hallmarks in the design of public spaces" (Section 1.2), or "creating beautiful places that

( (
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improve public spaces" (Section 5.3.5). There is no reference to how residents may use and

access the City's public spaces or the responsibility of the City to provide adequate public

spaces to every community.

Second, "A Social Development Strategy," a guideline for the provision of social

programs/services for communities, identifies increasing access to community space as one of

the components for creating healthier communities (City ofToronto, 2001). Recognizing

reduced access and affordability issues due to charged fees, the strategy insists that "city-

owned space should be made available on reasonable term to the community-based sector."

(2001, p. 13). The strategy also promotes planning co-ordination between service provisions

and developments. It suggests planning and regulatory tools should gUide whether or not new

publicly- and privately-funded development meets availability and accessibility of community

space. It should be noted that "community space" as defined by the strategy means facilities or

bUildings including libraries, museums, and/or recreational centres, where a range of

community services and programs are provided. In other words, it fails to address public spaces

where organic community development and growth can happen unaided.

Analysis

Existing policies related to public space fail to recognize personal barriers including ease

of accessing bureaucratic processes, fees and location. Especially, policies need to understand

environments and different mobility challenges of priority neighbourhoods that are

underserved by public transportation. Policies assume people have equal access to services by

using tramportation, but as mentioned in the previous "Transportation" section, has its own

unique challenges.
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This situation regarding access to public spaces has been exacerbated by the demolition

ofthe Morningside Mall that resulted in the relocation and spreads of services. Policies need to

guarantee the existence of fundamental services such as libraries, and recreation centres inside

the priority neighbourhoods, rather than displacement to less-accessible neighbourhoods.

Furthermore, there is no policy to ensure public spaces for informal gatherings. It has

been made clear the loss of the Morningside Mall has had a huge impact on everyday life of

community members. Whereas the mall as "hub" played an important role in the exposure of

and accessibility to knowledge of fundamental services, no replacement of its functions have

been promoted. Existing policies, such as the Official Plan assume public space as places for

consumption, regulated economic activities (retail, tourism), or positive image-making ofthe

city (e.g. Dundas Square), fail to take into account residents' needs for such informal places for

social interactions at the everyday level.

To be sure, the demolition of the Morningside Mall poses a challenge to policies, mainly

because the mall was a private property that functioned as a public space. The decision to

replace the indoor mall with a strip mall was made in response to market demands. This may

explain why special needs of community members for the mall were overlooked even though

"A Social Development Strategy" 'encourages' private-funded development to consider

availability of community use. Polities should require the city to intervene into this kind of

development to address values and needs that the private sector do not always take into

consideration.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

Overview

Through analyzing local environmental policies and reviewing community-identified

environmental concerns, it is clear that there is a gap between how community member

conceptualize "environment" and how policies define it. local policies focus on consumer-

driven ("green") environmental issues such as waste reduction or energy efficiency, overlooking

social environmental concerns including transportation and public space that really matter to

the community. This results in a number of important policy gaps:

1. The policies often promote a passive participation in environmental action, removing
the focus away from empowering the community to create and change their
environment in ways that they deem appropriate;

2. TIle policies tend to limit definitions of the "environment" in ways that are not
necessarily aligned with the community's values and understanding of the environment;

3. The policies often have the effect of ignoring structural issues and environmental
justice, such as the sort of capacity building and skill development that a community
must garner to become empowered and effective;

4. The policies often fail to address personal barriers and issues of accessibility that low
income or marginalized members may face, such as the affordabillty of energy-efficient
products.

In order to better respond to the needs and issues of priority neighborhoods such as

Kingston-Galloway' , we recommend integrating a holistic and environmental justice approach

into environmental policies. This approach needs to redefine which actions, advocacy

approaches, and/or programs qualify not only as environmental but also as fundamental

2 Emphasiscn waste reduction, recyclin, education, il nd enercy efficiency and the emphasis on individual actions

mav excludlll broader concepts of plica and space and the need for healthy, clean and safe envi ronments .
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human needs. One of the advantages to opening up the definition of environment is to give

organizations and agencies greater opportunities to integrate environmental program into

current initiatives and broader community concerns. Therefore, this holistic approach allows

policies to pay special attention to those needs as well as to combine seemingly disconnected

issues into a fundamental human right issue.

International Policies
We have researched a number of environmental policies from other jurisdictions around

the world that have managed to address some of the types of challenges identified both by the

Kingston-Galloway neighbourhood and this report. They are meant to exemplify innovative

solutions that have been used, and will require further research before they could be

implemented in or directly applied to the Toronto context.

Tolc/ng on Environmental Justice Approach:

The environmental policies of San Francisco are illustrative examples of how

environmental justice concerns are manifested in policies and programs on the ground. Similar

to the local situation of Kingston-Galloway, low-income residents in San Francisco have

experienced multiple barriers in "social" environments such as transportation access, food

security, affordable housing, health care and employment opportunities (City of San Francisco,

2008). The City (2008) recognizes that the increasing pressures of the climate change would

impact more severely on those low-income residents In the city, making basic human needs

such as food, housing, or health care more expensive and inaccessible to them. Thus,

integration of the environmental justice perspective into environmental policy initiatives

( (
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enables the city to address multilayered environmental challenges and to prioritize the special

needs olthe low-income neighborhoods.

"SForward" (2008), the San Francisco's environmental plan 2008, emphasizes

environmental justice program as one of the key priority agendas' for the coming years. Above

all, the city identifies access to healthy foods as a critical component of the environmental

justice program. Increasing access to local healthy food involves overcoming transportation

concerns, availability of grocery stores, and knowledge gaps on healthy food promotion. The

Good Neighbor Program is an instructive attempt to address community's food insecurity

stemming from such various social environmental barriers.

The Program strategically combines increasing local access to healthy foods with

economic incentives to encourage people to take action at the neighborhood level'. The

program helps local business owners to store fresh and healthy affordable foods and replacing

alcohol and tobacco products (PolicyLink & UC Berkeley, 2007). At the same time, store owners

are given incentives for taking these steps, such as free in-store energy efficiency retrofits, local

advertising, business training (such as keeping and marketing healthy foods), and cooperative

buying by the city and private program sponsorship (Vasquez et ai, 2007). The success of this

programS led to the expansion of its partner shops to eight stores from 2001, and five more

] The other key focuses outlined in the plan includes 1) climate action; 2) renewable & efficient enerev; 3) clean
transportation; 4J ereen buildlne; 5} urban forest; 6) zero waste; and 7) toxic reduction.
4 The program does not take iI strategy to lure supermarkets or grocery stores into the nellhbourhoods. Rather,

since peopl. depend on corner stores, the prOlram came up with conversions of locill corner stores into healthy
food providers.

S Vasquez etal (2007) report that the pilot project demonstrated the Increase of healthv foods Slies from 5% to

15% in the fIrst 7 months while reducinl the slles of alcohol from 2S% to 15%, which was consistent four years
after the prqram started.
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stores recruited in 2008-2009 (Policylink & UC Berkeley, 2008). The Good Neighbor Program

has increased local access to healthy foods at the neighborhood level, not individual level, while

simultaneously giving economic incentives to local store owners. Although increasing residents'

mobility would be another tactic to secure food access (Clifton, 2000), it may be affected easily

by factors such as fare hikes, commuting times, or the affordability of owning a car. In this

sense, communities can ensure sustainable local access by overcoming various barriers and

encourage local business owners to offer healthy foods .

Several challenges to implement the Good Neighbor Program are addressed. As is often

the case with healthy food promotion, there is a price issue (affordability). It is suggested that

this challenge can be mitigated by building a network between stores and local farmers

(Policylink & UC Berkeley, 2008). Another difficulty is that a long term effect of this program

relies on residents' economic situationS (Policylink & UC Berkeley, 2008).

Although the Good Neighbor Program is not funded by it, the San Francisco

environmental justice grant programs prepare funding for those organizations and community

groups who address pollution, air quality and health issues in Southeast neighborhoods. Since

the implementation of the program in 2000, the city has awarded more than $9 million to 25

projects. In 2003, the emphasis shifted to air quality and energy, but it is open to be reviewed

every year through public meetings (TechLaw, 2006).

(; For example, a first large supermarket is planned to open in 2010 (PoficyLink & UC Berkeley, 2008).
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Incentillts:

Another concern made clear through the research is there are barriers to individual

behavior changes and collective actions. As Sam describes:

"For things to octually work out in this community, you need incentives for people

to oct. If you don't provide someone on incentive, what do they need? Especially

in social housing, it's difficult. They're not paying the electricity bill; they may not

really have on eye on how to ovoid rent increases in the future, over the long

term by reducing energy costs."

Although the local context Is different from Toronto, the Japanese City of Kitakyushu'

has developed a series of environmental policies that highlights citizen's environmental

capacity building and their actions. Through their experiences of overcoming environmental

damages during the industrial period, the city (2007a) has come to learn the accumulation of

small actions at the local level has been a key to solve larger issues. As a result, one of three

major policy objectives in the city's Environmental Plan (2007b) is enhancing people's capacity

to take environmentally·friendly actions.

Among diverse programs, an eco passport project, called "Kanapas" has been

implemented as a mechanism to provide incentives for residents to undertake environmentally

conscious action" (City of Kitakyushu, 2007b). Employing a community currency concept, people

are rewarded with "eco points" when people participate in eco-friendly activities such as

community cleanup, reducing recycling, participating in environmental education programs

1Kitakyushu is a larce city in Japan with population around 1 million. The city is one of the industrial cities that
supported the rapid Japanese economic lrowth but were severely damaged by the pollution.
• To be sure, Live Green Toronto also has a similar membership card that can be used as a discount card at
member stores . Kanpas, however, goes beyond this limited scope
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(City of Kitakyushu, 2007a), They can then exchange those points with green daily products,

shopping bags, or garbage bags', This type of point system functions not just as raising

awareness of environmental concerns but also provides economic incentives for people to take

actual steps,

Community-Based Educational Programs:

Environmental policies designed to fund community programs and provide support for

residents ignore the need for capacity-building and resident empowerment. Therefore,

environmental policies should provide environmental education programs that meet the needs

of the people. Traditionally, environmental education programs, however, tend to be

"dissemination of information." It is becoming clear that providing information to increase

people's awareness does not necessarily result in people's behavioural changes (Rapheal,

Sheehy, Jennings, Richardson-Newton, 2004). In addition, traditional environmental education

tends to focus on school-aged children, rather than community members as a whole. Thus, such

programs have to recognize these barriers.

The Australian City of Fremantle (with population of 25,000) has implemented a

program ("living Smart"), which emphasizes a holistic approach to environmental issues

combining environment, lifestyle, and community. "living Smart" is a "community

environmental education program that empowers participants with the knowledge and skills to

take action to Improve the sustainability of their homes and their community" (City of

Fremantle, n.d.). The program offers seven-week workshops on a wider range of topics related

to sustainable living (Appendix c).

, Most of municipalities in Japan have own dls!cnlted cubiC_ billS. Citizen are required to buy them.

( (
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Unlike typical environmental education programs that focus on disseminating relevant

information, this program encourages community members to rethink their own everyday life

for behavior change. One of the mechanisms allowing participants to reflect on their lifestyles is

goal-setting. In each workshop, the participants are encouraged to set up goals and realistic

actions to change some aspects of their daily life, no matter how small they are 'O (City of

Fremantle, n.d.). Compared to other educational programs that tend to fail to connect

information they prOVide with actual daily life activities, Living Smart program helps people

identify that connection and relevance to take an actual step to transform their behaviors. This

approach echoes the concerns and voices on the ground:

"[R]esidents here aren't necessarily ready for revolutionary environmental aelion.

Instead they're at this making them conscious ofdoily actions, how they affect the

environment, why it's important, how they can help." (Sam)

Thus, this self-directed approach by goal-setting would help people succeed in changing

their behaviors as well as increasing small changes at the neighborhood level. Also, it should be

noted that since this program inspires people to make changes rooted in their everyday life by

using goal-setting skills, people can continue to change their behaviors even after the seven-

week pro&ram (Sheehy, 2003).

Partnerslllps:

Although each city has different programs to address environmental concerns, what in

common are these policies and programs are based on strong partnerships among various

10 For eXlmple, the goal·setting skill Is Introduced in Week 2. tn each of the followlnl weeks, the particIpants set up
10BIs to chanee their behavior based on sessions' area. Thus. they can finish each workshop with some ideas to
make iI small chance in their environmenUlllife (Sheehv, 2003).
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actors. Unlike top-down policies, the programs mentioned are results of strong grassroots

efforts supported by commitments from city agencies. San Francisco's Good Neighbor Program

was developed through a partnership between a city politician, a nonprofit organization

(literacy for Environmental Justice, lEJ), the Department of Public Health, and other city

agencies including the Mayor's Office on Economic and Workforce Development, Department

of Environment and the Redevelopment Agency.

Above all, the partnership between lEJ and Department of Public Health greatly

contributed to the genesis of the program. This partnership was a community-based

participatory research (CBPR) partnership that "involves the affected com munity identifying a

health related problem, developing a research agenda, and planning an appropriate

intervention to address the problem" (p. 342) . They conducted in-depth research to understand

community situations through a number of interviews, economic feasibility study or GIS

mapping (Policylink & UC Berkeley, 2008).

The living Smart program has involved a wide range of stakeholders such as The

Meeting Place Community Centre, City of Fremantle, Murdoch University and Southern

Metropolitan Regional Council (living Smart, n.d.). As these cases imply, it is not easy to

transplant these practices to different contexts. But, they also show it is important to connect

policies with grassroots experiences to successfully meet people's needs. In other words, they

are a bottom-up policies and programs based on strong partnership to incorporate local voices .

Recommendations

More research must be done in Kingston-Galloway neighbourhood in order to find

Innovative and concrete policy solutions to environmental issues, solutions that are led by the
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community itself. However, we have a number of recommendations from this report that may

be useful in finding priorities and can act as a starting point.

1. Environmental policies must target priority neighbourhoods specifically, in order to
ensure that adequate funding is reaching these neighbourhoods, and that the programs
are geared towards the unique needs and strengths of priority neighbourhoods.

2. Policies must approach environmental issues from an environmental justice perspective.
This means that they define the environment in a broader way that understands how
communities use their environment and shape it every day, and actively connects issues
of social discrimination and marginalization to environmental actions.

3. Policies must create structures for longer-term funding of organizations and programs in
order to build strong community relationships.

4_ Policies should target organizations that are already working in a particular community
and have already built a relationship with the community

5. Environmental policies should actively address economic barriers that may prevent
residents in priority neighbourhoods from accessing them, and should incorporate
strong incentives (economic and other) for environmental actions.

6. Funding applications and permit processes for environmental programs and events must
be easy and accessible for all people to access.

7. Funding should target grass-roots, community-led initiatives.

&. Environmental programs should have a strong environmental education component
that empowers community members to change behaviour in deep and meaningful
ways.

9. Environmental policies and programs should not only focus on what individuals are
doing in their homes or their own lives, but should also emphasize community events
and actions, such as neighbourhood clean-ups, which help bring the community
together over a common environmental initiative.

10. Policies must emphasize community capacity-building, so members of communities can

II . Environmental programs should continue to work within the public housing realm, but
must also attempt to work within the realm of private apartment buildings and single
family dwellings.
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12. Transportation policies must be framed in both and environmental and social justice

context, recognizing that community members must be able to get around their
community, access key services, and interact with each other. This is key to building
strong communities and better environments.

13. Policies must be created from the bottom-up, starting with strong, community·led input
in defining the problems and solutions, and continuing community input up to decision
making. This is especially true in the case of transportations policies.

14. The potential for a community bus route should be seriously considered and studied
fully.

15. Burdensome and complicated permitting processes must be re·evaluated and
streamlined, especially in relation to community groups using public parks and other
public spaces for events and meetings.

16. Policies should emphasize building both formal and informal public spaces, that are both
indoors and outdoors. These spaces must accessible and not require the purchasing of
goods to be used. They should not rely solely on the private sector to provide adequate
informal meeting spaces.

17, A thorough and holistic study of public spaces should be conducted for the Kingston
Galloway neighbourhood. This study should determine what types of public spaces are
available in the area and how they are used by residents, how accessible they are by
different modes of transportation, and how well they serve the community's various
needs and desires. It should also include recommendations and options for replacing the
function that Morningside Mall once played in the community.

18. Policies should require developers to contribute to public space that benefits all
community members. Such policies should be created in coordination with the
community. They should emphasize both regulations and incentives for developers.

( (
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Appendix A

In the following pages there is a document detailing the neighbourhood of Kingston-Galloway
Orton-Park. It has demographic information and maps. This document was taken from the City
of Toronto's website, www.toronto.ca/demographics/pdf/priority2006/area_kingston_full.pdf.
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Appendix B Appendix C

Week 1; Sustainability and Simple living Week 5; Health Smart & Indaor Air and
Chemical Smart

Week 2;Smart thinking: The Power of Goals Week 6; Move Smart & Smart Action

Week 3: Waste Smart & Garden Smart Week 7: Living Smart: Conclusian

Week 4: Pawer Smart & Water Smart
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